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Lexmark announces a next generation of mid-range monochrome products-- a single function
and MFP series aimed asmall and medium-size workgroups promising an "unparalleled
combination of reliability, productivity and security."

  

“This new generation of Lexmark mid-range monochrome products brings the power and
durability of a departmental printer or MFP to the desktop,” the company says. “The devices
include powerful multi-core processors that enable speedy, convenient performance, plus the
reliability and security features that customers across the globe expect from Lexmark. In
addition, new productivity enhancements help organisations get more done.”

      

The MS and MX 320, 530, 520 and 620 series devices feature feature sturdy metal
construction, as well as long-life components, cartridge yields up to 25000 pages and maximum
input capacity of 2300 pages (with optional trays). Printing speed reaches reaches up to
50-pages-per-minute, while the scanner captures up to 100 images per minute, even with mixed
originals.

  

Powering the devices is a multi-core processor with up to 2GB RAM able to simultaneously
handle multiple tasks, allowing users to send faxes while printing. A tablet-style e-Task UI
provides easy access to solutions such as Scan Center and Shortcut Center, while connectivity
covers both standard ethernet and wifi, together with optional interfaces such as serial, parallel
and fibre.

  

The printers can also support a wider range of media types, double-sided scanning means less
paper movement in the capture process and font outlining on grays and "new and improved"
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printing algorithms ensuring finer print quality. Users can also print from approved mobile
devices via Lexmark Mobile Print app, with output via AirPrint, Google Cloud Print, Mopria or
Windows Mobile. The MFP has a scan-to-mobile feature allowing scan viewing and sharing on
mobile devices.

  

Environmental requirements are covered through Energy Star 2.0 certification and EPEAT
Silver rating.
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